Background: Multifocal motor neuropathy with conduction block (MMN) is a treatable disorder that can be mistaken for other lower motor neurone syndromes. Existing electrophysiological diagnostic criteria for MMN are restrictive. In particular, many are cautious about diagnosing conduction block (CB) in the presence of abnormal temporal dispersion (TD). Objective: To study the significance of TD in MMN, its relationship to CB in intravenous immunoglobulin (IvIg) responsive patients, and its utility in detecting a treatment response. Methods: We compared pre-and post-treatment changes in CB and TD in nine patients who satisfied clinical and electrophysiological criteria for MMN and responded to IvIg. Results: TD improved in one or more nerve segments in eight of nine patients tested. There was marked improvement in 65% of all nerve segments, and 60% of those segments with CB. By comparison, significant improvement in CB occurred in only 33% of segments. Of segments with significantly better CB after treatment, all but one showed similar improvements in TD. Such changes were not related to the degree of TD before treatment, being seen in segments with abnormal as well as normal TD. There was no correlation between improvements seen in TD and CB. Conclusion: We believe that TD should be considered an inherent feature of MMN. Improvement in TD is an independent marker of electrophysiological improvement in this disorder and is likely to be more useful than CB. When MMN is clinically suspected, the use of stringent criteria for CB in the presence of TD should be avoided.
M ultifocal motor neuropathy with conduction block (MMN) is a relatively rare disorder characterised by slowly progressive, asymmetrical, lower motor neurone weakness usually starting in the arms with minimal or no sensory symptoms. 1 Treatment with intravenous immunoglobulin (IvIg) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] or cyclophosphamide [8] [9] [10] or both 5 11 results in clinical improvement. Correct differentiation of this treatable condition from other motor neurone diseases is crucial. The electrophysiological hallmark of MMN is conduction block (CB). 6 9 12-20 A major obstacle to the satisfactory definition of CB has been the presence of temporal dispersion (TD). This can produce an apparent, but misleading, drop in the proximal CMAP (compound motor action potential) amplitude through a process of interphase cancellation. 13 Most definitions of CB either do not accommodate TD or demand even more stringent criteria in its presence. Potentially this reduces the value of nerve conduction studies in detecting this potentially treatable disorder. 21 The occurrence of TD has been noted in MMN patients. 14 16 22 23 Whilst a variety of alterations in CB have been documented in MMN following IvIg, 7 11 14 22 24-26 there are no systematic studies of changes in TD, and their correlation with clinical benefit, following effective treatment with IvIg.
METHODS
This study looked at pre-and post-IvIg changes in TD in patients who satisfied clinical and electrophysiological criteria for MMN and who responded clinically to IvIg. All patients had chronic, progressive, asymmetric motor neuropathy, no upper motor neurone signs, and CB at one or more motor nerve segments separate from common sites of nerve compression. A neurologist with experience in assessing peripheral nerve disorders (MD or AG) performed the clinical observations. An improvement of the MRC score by at least one grade in one or more affected muscle groups or a self assessed functional performance score by at least one grade (normal.independent but with difficulty.performs with help.cannot perform) in >30% of affected tasks was taken as a positive clinical outcome following treatment. Post-IvIg clinical and electrophysiological assessments were made between 2 and 4 weeks after treatment.
Much of the neurophysiological data was analysed retrospectively and the nerves tested post-IvIg tended to be those with known CB (fig 1) . CB, in the context of MMN, was defined as a distal to proximal reduction in negative peak CMAP area .23% across the distal segment and .29% across the proximal segment or in negative peak amplitude .32% for the distal segment and .33% for the proximal segment. 21 Abnormal TD is an inappropriate increase in duration of CMAP following proximal stimulation of a nerve when compared to distal stimulation. For our study, abnormal TD was defined as an increase in negative peak duration of CMAP .37% (mean¡3 SD over healthy controls), although the definition of CB was not affected by TD. 21 Percentage changes in CB following treatment were calculated according to the formula (CB before treatment2CB after treatment)/CB before treatment6100%.
14 Changes in TD were also calculated using a similar formula, that is (TD before treatment2TD after treatment)/TD before treatment6100%.
Although there is uncertainty regarding what constitutes clinically meaningful change in pre-and post-treatment values in CB and TD, we considered a .20% improvement to be significant for both.
14 Abbreviations: CB, conduction block; CMAP, compound motor action potential; IvIg, intravenous immunoglobulin; MMN, multifocal motor neuropathy with conduction block; TD, temporal dispersion
Statistics
We used non-parametric statistical methods. Spearman correlation coefficient was used to assess correlation between the improvement of TD and of CB.
RESULTS
Pre-and post-treatment data on TD were available in nine patients (seven male and two female; age of onset 27-67 years; median 40 years). Thirteen nerves with CB in at least one segment were studied. Data on TD were available from 15 nerve segments with CB but also from five other segments without CB (table 1) .
TD lessened in one or more nerve segments in eight of nine patients tested. This occurred irrespective of whether the pretreatment TD was prolonged or within the normal range. In all, 15 of the 20 segments showed some improvement in TD; 11 of these were in regions showing CB. TD improved by .20% of the pre-treatment values in 13 segments (65%). The actual improvements were .30% in all these segments. Nine of the 13 segments were in areas of pre-treatment CB and four of the nine segments showed a significant, that is .20%, improvement in CB. 14 We assessed separately the effect of treatment on abnormal TD. We tested response using three different values for abnormal TD, namely .37%, 21 .30%, 27 28 and .15%. 14 29 Abnormal TD at most sites either disappeared or improved by at least 30% of its pre-treatment value, whichever criterion was used (table 2) . Only one segment showed an increase in TD following treatment.
Of the 15 segments with CB, only five segments showed a .20% improvement in the block. Four out of the five segments also showed .30% reductions in TD including one segment with a pre-treatment TD value in the normal range. CB disappeared in two nerves.
Six segments with pre-treatment CB showed neither significant reduction nor worsening of TD following IvIg. Significant improvement in CB was seen in only one of these six segments.
Distal CMAP amplitudes improved by 30% or more after treatment in three out of the 13 segments studied, and worsened by a similar degree in one patient.
DISCUSSION
Most of the electrophysiological interest in MMN has focussed upon CB, with the significance of TD largely unexplored. This study emphasises the occurrence of TD in MMN patients and demonstrates that successful treatment of MMN produces more widespread improvements in TD than in CB.
The relation between TD of a CMAP and a drop in CMAP area is complex. Interphase cancellation, compounded by polyphasic motor units, is a recognised mechanism by which TD can reduce CMAP area and hence mimic CB. 13 Consequently, many have been cautious about diagnosing CB when there is abnormal TD in the same segment. 13 14 20 27 29 In reality, the changes seen in CMAPs are likely to depend, among other factors, upon the relative balance between delay and block of axonal conduction among the faster and slower conducting fibres. Thus, disproportionate slowing along the slower conducting fibres could contribute to TD but produce little change in amplitude. Blocking axonal conduction predominantly through smaller fibres as opposed to the faster conducting fibres could produce lesser reduction in CMAP amplitude and a shorter CMAP duration. On the other hand, a non-uniform slowing of conduction (without actual block of axonal conduction) through the faster conducting fibres could lead to increased interphase cancellation and therefore pseudo-CB with or without TD, 13 while complete block through these same fibres would produce true CB. As it is not known which subpopulations of nerve fibres are affected by each process, and as non-uniform slowing and CB are likely to occur simultaneously, it may be difficult to quantify the true degree of CB from CMAP recordings. These complex interactions may explain why the degree of measurable CB often does not improve despite obvious clinical benefit following IvIg treatment. We believe TD is just as much an inherent electrophysiological feature of MMN as CB, and that its measurement may avoid these complex uncertainties in quantifying CB.
Previous studies have investigated improvement in CB as a possible electrophysiological marker of clinical improvement in MMN and found inconsistent results. 2 7 22 30 In our study, changes in TD were independent of any change in CB (correlation coefficient = 0.103, p = 0.72) and occurred twice as frequently. Marked improvements in TD were seen in 65% of all nerve segments and 60% of those segments with CB. This compares to only 33% of segments showing significantly better CB, or 23% with increased CMAP amplitudes, after IvIg. On the other hand, all but one segment with significantly better CB after treatment also showed similar improvements in TD. Such reductions were not related to the degree of TD before treatment, being seen in segments with abnormal as well as normal TD. Changes in TD or CB in the distal segment did not correlate with changes in the distal CMAP amplitudes.
Successful treatment of MMN is likely to produce alterations in conduction through the various subpopulations of axons leading to a spectrum of changes, as was seen in our study. TD depends on slowing of conduction across a segment. Improved conduction either through faster or slower conducting fibres could improve TD. An improvement in CB, on the other hand, is largely dependent on the response of fast conducting fibres. Also, unlike pseudo-CB, pseudo-TD does not occur as long as the distal CMAP amplitude is not too small. Out of the 15 segments with CB, six showed neither improvement nor worsening of TD despite clinical improvement. This too can be explained by differential recovery among axons, including the phenomenon of newly unblocked axons still conducting slowly. That five out of these six segments also showed no significant improvement in the CB may reflect new interphase cancellations.
An improvement in muscle strength reflects reduced CB rather than increased conduction velocity in those slow conducting fibres particularly contributing to TD. Our findings imply that whilst treatment reverses CB in some fibres, detection of this is masked by the complex contribution made to the CMAP profile by individual subgroups of motor fibres. From this retrospective study we conclude that TD is an important and independent part of the electrophysiological definition of MMN. When MMN is suspected clinically, the use of stringent criteria for CB in the presence of TD should be avoided. Improvement in TD seems to be a more sensitive marker of electrophysiological improvement than CB. 
